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Hearing the words, the ancestor disdained to smile and said, "food? No race can eat my brain eater! " 

 

But, all of a sudden, the forefather's hand trembled and froze in the air! 

 

A burst of extremely pitiful and shrill wailing voice suddenly spreads out from ye Chen's Dantian! 

 

It's the roar of the brain eater! 

 

The ancestor and xuehuang are dull and can't believe it! 

 

The ancestor of brain eating beast can feel the pain of his offspring. At the moment, Xuezhao is suffering 

a lot! 

 

He roared at Ye Chen with a ferocious face: "boy, what have you done to your son?" 

 

Ye Chen pondered and said with a smile: "don't you say that brain eaters won't be used as food? I don't 

know what happened to your offspring 

 

"You want to die!" 

 

The first ancestor roared and was completely angry. It was not easy for the first ancestor to cultivate an 

heir. Besides, Xuezhao and xuehuang were the only two heirs he had left! 

 

Now, when his strength has not yet recovered, there are many places where he needs the help of these 

two heirs! 



 

But now, Xuezhao seems to have been swallowed by something 

 

For a moment, even the ancestor looked at the young man with a strange smile in front of him and felt a 

bit of horror! 

 

His eyes are full of murders. Now is not the time to have fun! 

 

With a roar, the extreme pressure of taizhenjing suddenly broke out. The surging pressure alone almost 

crushed Hong Shuntian and others! 

 

Not to mention, it's just a breath, not aimed at them 

 

At the moment, even ye Chen frowned slightly and felt a little pressure! 

 

The first ancestor snapped: "boy, even if you have any means, what? In the face of absolute strength, 

you don't have any resistance at all! " 

 

Originally, he wanted to make ye Chen despair and make the food better, but who thought he had lost a 

son? 

 

Now, the ancestor has no mood and ye Chen's nonsense. He is confident that as long as his noumenon 

can enter ye Chen's head, even if ye Chen is the true incarnation of Taizhen, it can devour it! 

 

Why is brain eating animal called brain eating animal? 

 

Because the brain eating beast is invincible when it devours the brain! 

 

That's the truth! 

 



Ye Chen's eyes are very dignified. At the moment, Xiao Hei is swallowing Xuezhao in his Dantian. But if 

you let the ancestor enter ye Chen's brain? 

 

Xiao Hei can't help Ye Chen! 

 

The hand that ancestor stops in the air, accelerate again, press toward Ye Chen's head with an 

unimaginable speed! 

 

The public complexion a change, this speed leaf Chen seems to have no the possibility that blocks 

below! 

 

The other side is not simply too true! He is also a strong man in Taizhen! 

 

The strength gap is really too big! 

 

However, at this time, an extremely powerful breath suddenly burst out from ye Chen's body. Two 

mysterious runes appeared in his eyes, and the whole world seemed to submit to Ye Chen's feet! 

 

His arm suddenly shook. When the hand of his ancestor was only one inch away from his head, 

Shengsheng grasped his wrist! 

 

When xuehuang saw this scene, there was only a look of horror in his eyes! 

 

The first ancestor's hand was caught? 

 

Don't underestimate it. This is a simple grasp. It's the skill of a strong man in the real world. Isn't it so 

easy to grasp? 

 

If you want to grasp the wrist of the ancestor, you need at least two layers of strength of Taizhen to do 

it! 

 



That is to say, the boy has burst out such a terrible power now? 

 

Even the ancestor's face changed wildly. Looking at the two runes in Ye Chen's eyes, his whole body 

trembled 

 

But it's not the trembling of fear, it's the trembling of excitement! 

 

He exclaimed: "boy, you It's reincarnation 

 

The name of brain eating beast is taboo even in the time of flood and famine. What about 

reincarnation? 

 

Reincarnation of the blood of the people, is even a brain eating beast need to look up to the race ah! 

 

If you can devour a reincarnation, then the strength of the brain eater will not only be improved by leaps 

and bounds, but also you don't have to eat the same clan for eternity, right? 

 

It can be said that swallowing reincarnation can make the brain eating beast transmute completely and 

transmute into a higher existence! 

 

In the case of this ancestor, not only the injury can be completely recovered, but even the strength can 

be completely broken through to the true situation, right? 

 

In this way, he can really be invincible outside this territory! You can even set foot in the world. 

 

Of course, in general, even brain eaters dare not even think about it 

 

In fact, if there is any race in the world that can let brain eaters accept symbiosis, I'm afraid there will 

only be reincarnation! 

 



But, I don't know why, now this young lunhui seems to have no real awakening. It's the best time to 

devour it!The ancestor put on a very distorted smile and said, "samsara boy, do you think that by 

activating your blood, you can stop the Buddha and devour you? Ha ha, your present strength is still a 

mole ant in front of me 

 

Voice a fall, the forefather's arm suddenly move, unexpectedly ignore Ye Chen at the moment burst out 

of the terrible force, continue toward Ye Chen's head hard press! 

 

Ye Chen was defeated in strength! 

 

The ancestor of taizhenjing is really terrible! 

 

Ancestor's eyes gradually bright up, as long as the hand can press on the top of Ye Chen's head, it can 

take away this reincarnation body! 

 

In that case, it's worth being imprisoned by the way of heaven for countless years! 

 

But, at this time, ye Chen is to have no facial expression ground to open a way: "who says, I want to stop 

you?" 

 

What do you want to do if you don't stop the ancestor? 

 

Waiting to die? 

 

At this time, a strange black-and-white pattern spread over Ye Chen's arm, and the two runes in his eyes 

were shining! 

 

He opened his mouth slowly, and his voice at the moment was as solemn as the announcement of God's 

punishment. 

 

The sound reverberated in the underground temple. 

 



"Samsara: destroy the way!" 

 

In a flash, time seems to be still! 

 

The forefather's arm has touched Ye Chen's head at the moment, and his body is about to enter ye 

Chen's body along his arm, but 

 

All of a sudden, the strange lines spread to the body of the ancestor! 

 

A look of terror suddenly appeared in the eyes of the ancestor. He opened his mouth as if he wanted to 

say something, but 

 

Without waiting for the sound to come out, the body of the ancestor would have been turned into 

powder and dissipated, even the body itself! 

 

The whole temple is dead! 

 

Eternal silence! 
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The ancestor of brain eating beast, this is not an ordinary too true situation! Such a super strong, 

ancient beast, just died? 

 

Killed by Ye Chen? 

 

Yu Ziqing and others couldn't help swallowing a mouthful of saliva, and their hearts were about to stop 

beating 

 



There must be a limit to be strong, right? 

 

Just now that magic power is really going against heaven! 

 

However, it's obvious that the condition of this magical power's exertion is rather harsh, and the cost is 

not small. At the moment, ye Chen's body is in a flash, and he is so weak that he half kneels on the 

ground! 

 

Unless there are special circumstances, it will be very difficult for him to do it again in the future. 

 

That's the price. 

 

At the same time, xuehuang uttered a shrill cry, the whole body began to burn up, after the death of the 

ancestor, the offspring will also perish! 

 

Soon, xuehuang turned into ashes 

 

At the moment, only Ye Chen and others are left in the temple. 

 

After Hong Shuntian and others were dull for a moment, they cheered immediately! 

 

For the rest of my life! 

 

The real afterlife! 

 

Even with their nature, they can't help it! 

 

At the same time, they look at Ye Chen, their eyes are showing a look of apology, said: "sorry, brother 

ye, I doubt you..." 

 



Ye Chen smelled speech, casually waved a hand, smile way: "you do very well, if not so also can't cheat 

this ancestor." 

 

In fact, from the moment the ancestor appeared, ye Chen knew that the purpose of the ancestor was to 

devour him and take away his body! 

 

According to Shuo Lao, when the brain eating beast parasitizes and seizes, it must have physical contact 

between the original host and the present host! 

 

Generally is presses the hand in opposite party's skull above! 

 

At that time, ye Chen knew that the only way to defeat this ancestor was to reincarnate and destroy 

Tao! 

 

If you fight normally, ye Chen doesn't have any chance to touch the ancestor even if he activates his 

blood and uses reincarnation to destroy the Tao. He will only be crushed by the ancestor. 

 

Therefore, he must let the ancestor think that he has been completely at his disposal, no threat! 

 

In this way, he will let himself into the temple and have access to him, won't he? 

 

Therefore, he must disguise his betrayal! 

 

However, there is another point, that is, the essence and blood of Tianshi he has left may not be enough 

for reincarnation. At this time, Xiaohei tells him that if he can devour the brain eating beast, he can get a 

lot of enlightenment! 

 

This is also one of the reasons why Ye Chen wanted his ancestors to lower their guard. 

 

Only when the other party treats you as a turtle in a jar will they want to insult and torture you as much 

as possible. 

 



In that case, in order to experience the despair from heaven to hell, the ancestor may send the brain 

eating beast into his body! 

 

That is to say, all this is in Ye Chen's calculation! 

 

It's all connected! 

 

Doing so, of course, is a great risk. As long as there is a problem in one link, the only one waiting for ye 

Chen is death. 

 

In fact, if ye Chen breaks out with all his strength and wants to escape, it is still possible to do so. As long 

as he breaks into the death storm and the lost fog, although it is also very dangerous, with Ye Chen's 

vitality and strength, there is no small chance of survival! 

 

But doing so means abandoning Hong Shuntian, shuijinghua and others! 

 

And if you want everyone to survive, then there is only one way, that is to kill the terrible ancestor of 

brain eating beast! 

 

Even if the risk is greater, ye Chen will only choose this method! 

 

The reason is very simple, he is not a person who will abandon his companion! 

 

Half an hour later, shuijinghua opened her eyes again. When she saw a slightly indifferent man's face in 

front of her eyes, her face suddenly changed, and her breath suddenly became restless, as if she wanted 

to explode! 

 

At this time, ye Chen face slightly changed, even busy way: "Jinghua, it's me!" 

 

Said, casually pressed on the water mirror China soft abdomen, suppressed its aura. 

 



When shuijinghua heard the words, meimou trembled. She looked at Ye Chen with some surprise and 

said, "you Are you the monster or Ye Chen 

 

Before, those two monsters disguised as human beings, but they were perfect! 

 

Even the memory of the host can be copied! 

 

At this time, Hong Shuntian and others also appeared beside shuijinghua and said with a smile, "Miss 

Shui, he is indeed brother Ye. His previous betrayal was just brother Ye's plot, but he cheated us all." 

 

Water mirror China smell speech, beautiful Mou a bright, ye Chen didn't really betray this matter, than 

from bite brain beast hand live down more let her happy! 

 

At this time, Yu Ziqing was a little unkind and said with a smile: "Miss Shui, maybe we are all taken away 

by brain eating beasts. Are we cheating you?" 

 

Water mirror China smell speech, on the small face is to emerge a touch of fear. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "well, don't scare Jinghua."He stares at shuijinghua and doesn't say much, but 

looking at Ye Chen's eyes, shuijinghua just smiles. She knows that ye Chen is in front of her. 

 

Eyes can't deceive people. 

 

Brain eaters may be able to copy human memory, but not human feelings! 

 

At this time, Guan Hai said: "since there is no treasure on wuhui Island, let's leave here." 

 

Ye Chen is the vision tiny flash way: "do you think, in those days those bury the sky sea to strong really 

have eat brain beast to say so stupid?" 

 

Everyone's eyes twinkled when they heard the words. 



 

Yu Ziqing said, "what does brother Ye mean?" 

 

Ye Chen continued: "even if they are really trapped, if there is no bait, even if it is the ancestor of brain 

eating beast, it is not an easy thing to deceive these powerful people who have experienced great 

storms!" 

 

On Hong Shun Tian's face, a touch of joy appeared and he said, "is there really a treasure on wuhui 

island?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "since there is no danger now, at least explore the island again and go back." 

 

Ye Chen is very clear, that wanxu and Huaxia two words are absolutely not groundless, there must be 

more important things here! 

 

Even the ancestor didn't know! 

 

…… 

 

Half a day later. 

 

The crowd came to a place in the rainforest. In front of them, there was a small tree that looked humble. 

Around the small tree, there was an array to hide the smell of the small tree. 

 

Hong Shun Tian gazed at the array and said, "it seems that someone wants to hide something." 

 

In fact, this array is very obscure, but it's made of blood. If it wasn't for Yu Ziqing's strong perception of 

blood, people might not be able to find it! 

 

The next moment, ye Chen with a sword to break the array, in an instant, the glory of the moment 

bloom! 



 

In front of my eyes, the small tree, which was originally unimportant, turned into a golden branch and 

jade leaf in an instant, and sent out a spirit tree with endless treasure! 

 

People look at the spirit tree in front of them, and their faces are shocked! 
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This rich treasure gas, just standing next to the spirit tree and taking a breath, makes them feel 

comfortable! 

 

What's more, there are many crystal clear fruits on the tree, which are just like five colors of glass. There 

are countless strange lines on the fruits. The lines are natural and emit some kind of rhythm! 

 

The whole tree is full of surging vitality! 

 

Ye Chen looks at this treasure tree, look a little strange, because the taixuan Taoist seed in the body 

even blooms strange light at the moment. 

 

Taixuan Taoist seed existed in Ye Chen's body a long time ago, and ye Chen didn't manage it again. 

 

But at the moment, it seems that the tree in front of us has something to do with it. 

 

Looking at the tree, Hong Shun Tian swallowed his saliva and said, "golden branches and jade leaves, 

glazed fruit, this Is this the taixuan tree in the legend? " 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed and asked, "what is this taixuan tree? What does it have to do with taixuan and 

daozhong? " 

 



Hong Shun said: "the taixuan tree you mentioned is more mysterious. I don't know that much about it, 

but it should be derived from the ancient things. The taixuan tree is an extremely precious spiritual thing 

between heaven and earth. It has no special function for the martial arts to help them understand the 

way. Moreover, it must grow in the soil Once it is dug out, it will lose its effectiveness in a moment. " 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, tiny frown, this some chicken ribs, he can't stay in this no return island not to 

walk for the sake of understanding Avenue? 

 

You know, he also wants to find the relationship between Gu Xuan and Zhu Yuan. 

 

"But!" 

 

At this time, Hong Shuntian said excitedly again: "the fruit on the tree of taixuan Taoism is named 

Daoyuan fruit, which is a great tonic for the warrior! 

 

It can not only greatly improve the physical body, spirit, cultivation and so on, but also strengthen the 

rules and rhymes of the martial arts 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, in the eye is also flashed a touch of joy! 

 

This road source fruit should be able to let his strength enhance one point! 

 

However, what made him wonder was why the brain eater didn't devour the original fruit? 

 

At this time, Shuo Lao said: "this Dao Yuan Guo is a spiritual creature born by Da Dao, and the brain 

eating beast is actually a kind of race that goes against the way of heaven and Da Dao. Therefore, Dao 

Yuan Guo is not useful to them, but harmful. In addition, the taixuan Taoist tree in your body has 

reached the point where you need to absorb the original energy, and it has been silent all the time, and 

this taixuan Taoist tree should wake it up for a short time. " 

 

Ye Chen hears the words and nods secretly. Immediately, he counts the fruits on the tree of taixuan 

road. There are nine in all. He frowns and says: "nine, we have five people in all. How can we divide 

them? 



 

Why don't we take two each and divide the last one equally? " 

 

At this time, Hong Shuntian said with a smile: "it's not necessary. We only take one, and the rest belongs 

to brother Ye. It's thanks to brother ye that we can survive this time. Moreover, the source of this fruit is 

that a person can only take one in his life. It's useless to take more than one. On the contrary, he will be 

damaged because his body can't bear it." 

 

Needless to say, Yu Ziqing and Guan hailou have no objection. 

 

If it had been, Yu Ziqing and Guan hailou might have thought of killing people and looting treasures. 

 

But now, after seeing ye Chen activate his blood, they don't have the courage 

 

What's more, ye Chen saved their lives. Although they are not kind-hearted people, they both have their 

own principles and bottom line. They are not the kind of people who like to repay kindness with 

vengeance. 

 

Ye Chen was not affectable when he heard the words. Immediately, he picked five Daoyuan fruits from 

the taixuan tree. 

 

The remaining four pieces are shared equally by the four of shuijinghua. 

 

Ye Chen in the eye has the divine light circulation, the body cannot bear? 

 

Others may have this trouble, but they don't have it! 

 

After all the five Daoyuan fruits are swallowed up, can his strength go up to a new level? 

 

Besides, after swallowing it, there may be some changes in the seedlings of taixuan Taoist school. 

 



Just as ye Chen is about to leave, suddenly, the expression of shuijinghua changes, and her pupils bloom 

two ancient lines. 

 

Not only shuijinghua, but also Yu Ziqing and others! 

 

Ye Chen obviously found something different: "what's the matter with you?" 

 

But a few people did not answer! 

 

It's like falling into some kind of fantasy! 

 

At the same time, the tattoo Guardian behind the faint sound of the dragon. 

 

Not only that, the rest of those human skin, are turned into a road of lines! 

 

The lines are shrinking, and finally they turn into bright spots! 

 

Ten light touch! 

 

Ye Chen found the whole island trembling! 

 

Ye Chen looks dignified, is this all that is behind? 

 

The chessboard across countless years is only now beginning to show? 

 

Why only in this moment? 

 

Even blinded the ancestors and others? 

 



Are you waiting for yourself? 

 

Just when ye Chen was full of thoughts, the ground broke, and an ancient box stained by countless runes 

leaped up and suspended in front of Ye Chen!And the ten light spots suddenly penetrated into the 

ancient box. 

 

Ye Chen reaches out his hand and touches the ancient box. The ancient box obviously has spirit, and 

slowly returns to Ye Chen's hand. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen's hand is shaking. 

 

It was because the rune engraved on the ancient box was completely different from the one he saw. 

 

It's not old. 

 

On the contrary, the above words are Chinese characters! 

 

But these words seem to be scattered, ye Chen is not sure what information the ancient box wants to 

express. 

 

Ye Chen wants to open it, but even though he is powerful, he can't break everything in the ancient box. 

 

Ye Chen even uses the Sha sword, the moon soul chop, and dominates the sword technique. 

 

Presumably, the secret of wanxu and Huaxia lies in it. 

 

But at the moment, I don't know if it's the old box or if it needs a key. 

 

Ye Chen finally brings the ancient box into reincarnation cemetery, and the three wake up. 

 



"What happened?" A few people look strange, their memory seems to be missing. 

 

Ye Chen hesitated for a few seconds, or shook his head: "no, since we got the Dao Yuan fruit, we'll look 

around again, will there be any loss." 

 

In the next few days, they searched the whole wuhui island again, but there was no harvest. However, it 

was worthwhile to get Daoyuan fruit! 

 

On this day, people came to the beach with a golden boat. Ye Chen asked them, "what are your plans 

now?" 

 

Yu Ziqing and Guan hailou looked at each other and said, "young master ye, we are going to return to 

the inland sea." 

 

Hong Shun said, "I should go back to Chihuang Island, too." 

 

Water mirror China is silent at the moment. 

 

Ye Chen looks at water mirror China way: "mirror China, how?" 

 

Shuijinghua looked at Ye Chen reluctantly and said, "Ye Chen, the water family has become weaker and 

weaker over the years because of Shuiqian. Now I am the owner of the water family, so I have the 

responsibility to rectify the water family! 

 

There are many things I need to deal with, so So, I'm going back to Shuijia... " 
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She knows that ye Chen came to Tianhai to bury people. Now there is no clue in the open sea, so she is 

likely to go to the inland sea. 



 

Ye Chen smell speech, the vision tiny flash, a moment later a smile way: "although, I still have an 

important matter to deal with, can't accompany you, but, if handle this matter, leave bury sky sea 

before, I certainly will go to a water bright island." 

 

Water mirror China hears speech, pretty face is suffused with red slightly, nodded joyfully. 

 

At this time, ye Chen looked at Yu Ziqing and Guan Hai and said, "Ziqing, if I want to enter the inland sea, 

what can I do?" 

 

Yu Ziqing was stunned when he heard the speech. Immediately, he scratched his head and said: "it's not 

a person from the inland sea. If you want to enter the inland sea, it's not impossible, but it's a bit of 

trouble..." 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "if there is a way, then we will go." 

 

No matter how difficult it is, he will enter the inland sea! 

 

Because his women and brothers are there! 

 

…… 

 

One day later. 

 

On the blue sea, floating a golden ship! 

 

On the deck of the ship, there are three young people standing. The bright sunshine sprinkles on their 

faces, and the salty sea breeze blows their hair, which makes them more energetic. 

 

These three people are ye Chen, Yu Ziqing and Guan hailou. 

 



Ye Chen has sent Hong Shuntian and shuijinghua back to Shuiming island and Chihuang island. At the 

moment, he is preparing to move towards the inland sea. 

 

Ye Chen said: "the next period of time, the three of us take turns rowing." 

 

Both of them nodded. 

 

The reason why we have to take turns is very simple, refining Daoyuan fruit! 

 

The three of them are all very enthusiastic about that source fruit! 

 

Soon, ye Chen and Guan hailou returned to their houses, and Yu Ziqing rowed for the time being. 

 

Yu Ziqing and Guan hailou are proud of the inland sea. Although their physical strength is not as strong 

as ye Chen's, they can still do it by rowing alone. 

 

The Golden Lion sailed towards the mysterious inland sea in the sunshine. 

 

…… 

 

In a room inside the ship, ye Chen sits on the bed with his knees crossed. In front of him is a beautiful 

fruit like five colored glass! 

 

On the fruit, exudes a very sweet smell! 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help swallowing a mouthful of saliva. The next moment, he simply and rudely put a 

whole fruit into his mouth and chewed it up! 

 

If you let Guan hailou and Yu Ziqing see this scene, it is estimated that their eyes will fall to the ground! 

 



Dao Yuan Guo is a natural creature. It does not need to be trained to be a Dan medicine. However, in 

order to make full use of the essence of Dao Yuan Guo, they divide the Dao Yuan fruit into small parts 

and take a small piece of land to make it refined. 

 

Which is like Ye Chen so, directly swallow? 

 

It's a terrible thing! 

 

this way of eating ordinary people, most of the essence of Tao Yuan fruit will only be wasted. 

 

The human body can't digest so much energy at one time 

 

However, ye Chen naturally does not have to consider these. 

 

What his constitution is not afraid of most is to absorb energy, as much as he can. 

 

There is a touch of satisfaction on Ye Chen's face. It has to be said that the taste of this source fruit is 

really delicious. There is no comparability between those fruits on earth. 

 

It is estimated that the legendary flat peach is just like this, isn't it? 

 

Soon, a very pure energy, then in Ye Chen's body agitated to open! 

 

In Ye Chen's eyes, as soon as the divine awn became prosperous, he immediately began to run Taiyi 

aura, driving this energy to run and refine in the body to the blood and bone. 

 

At the same time, a number of runes appeared in his sea of knowledge. These runes all contain the 

meaning of a certain road. After watching, ye Chen's understanding of the way of destruction has 

improved! 

 

…… 



 

A few days later, a young man came out of the power room. He stood on the deck and looked into the 

distance. He saw that the color of the sea changed suddenly to pure black! 

 

And in that sea area, there is also a strong evil spirit, the wind blows, the lightning and thunder, the 

waves surge! 

 

It seems that it's almost the same as the death storm outside wuhui island! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly and murmured: "the black water and the overcast wind are in front of 

the sky sea and the inner sea?" 

 

At the moment, the whole breath of Ye Chen is more and more heavy! 

 

This kind of promotion naturally benefits from the five Daoyuan fruits! 

 

In the past few days, ye Chen has made it clean! 

 

In fact, the five Daoyuan fruits only promoted Ye Chen's cultivation to such a high level, which is too low. 

We can see how difficult it is for ye Chen to improve his cultivation. 

 

However, this does not affect the growth of Ye Chen's strength! 

 

Ye Chen has made progress in physical body, spirit and spiritual power, but the biggest harvest is 

Daoyun! 

 

Ye Chen's destruction road seal, now has broken through to the six heaven realm! 

 

If it is now, he can kill xuehuang by using the extinction light again!Moreover, the speed of extinction 

God's light is also improved! 

 



Generally speaking, ye Chen's strength is stronger now! 

 

And activate the blood, the means out of the case, will have the ability to crush many strong! 

 

But now, ye Chen has no energy in his body that can activate his blood. 

 

At this time, a figure flashed, and a young man appeared beside Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen looked at Yu Ziqing and said with a smile, "Ziqing, the inland sea is ahead. You should also tell 

me the conditions for entering the inland sea and what it is." 

 

Yu Ziqing smelled the speech and said with a smile, "brother ye, if I say that there are no conditions for 

entering the inland sea?" 

 

"No conditions?" Ye Chen can't help but be surprised when he hears the words. 

 

Although the environment of the inland sea is bad, the aura and other aspects are much higher than 

those of the open sea. These are the most important resources for the warrior. If there were no 

conditions, would not all the people from the open sea have entered the inland sea long ago? 

 

Yu Ziqing's eyes flashed slightly and said: "in other words, people in the inland sea do not restrict anyone 

to enter the inland sea, but the sea itself resists outsiders! 

 

Brother ye will know soon. " 

 

Ye Chen nods and doesn't ask any more. As the ship goes on, they sail into the inland sea. 

 

In this dark sea, the golden ship is particularly prominent. 

 

Just as ye Chen's ship had just entered the inland sea, suddenly, the sea water in the whole area seemed 

to stagnate for a moment, and even the overcast wind was no longer blowing 



 

But ye Chen, standing in the bow of the boat, suddenly shrank his pupils, and a dangerous breath 

poured in from all directions. At the same time, he suddenly raised his head and looked at the sky! 

 

See, a thick purple thunder, brewing in the thunder cloud, the next moment, a loud bang, the thunder is 

toward Ye Chen head! 

 

Ye Chen sees this and hums coldly. He raises his sword and cuts out a sharp sword light. He collides with 

the thunder and vanishes it. However, the thunder seems to be just the beginning! 
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Innumerable hissing and roaring sounds suddenly came out from the bottom of the sea. A huge sea 

animal rushed out from under the bottom of the sea and rushed towards Ye Chen and others with 

greedy color on his face! 

 

Ye Chen's brow is a wrinkle again! 

 

At this time, the ship stopped moving forward, and Guan hailou came to the deck in a flash. 

 

Ye Chen looks at Yu Ziqing and Guan hailou. They smile bitterly. It seems that they have expected this 

scene 

 

At the next moment, the three of them took action one after another. There was an earth shaking noise, 

which broke out in this sea area. The huge waves rolled and roared incessantly. Soon, the black sea 

became red and black. At the same time, there were all kinds of meat floating on the sea 

 

Ye Chen and others killed all the sea animals that came towards them 

 

However, even with the strength of the three men, after the elimination of these sea animals, they felt a 

little exhausted. They were covered with blood, lying on the deck, panting. 



 

At this time, is a thunder toward Ye Chen mercilessly blow down! 

 

Ye Chen's pupil shrinks, but he doesn't want to fight any more. He lets the thunder chop on him. 

 

With a roar, ye Chen's whole body was blackened, and his hair exploded, but with his constitution, the 

thunder could not really hurt him. 

 

But at the moment, ye Chen's whole body is slightly paralyzed, tingling and grinning. Even if he is not 

hurt, he doesn't feel good 

 

He looked strange and said, "is that what you call thunder and sea animals..." 

 

Yu Ziqing said helplessly: "yes, that's the way inland waters resist outsiders A long time ago, the inland 

sea experienced a great change. Since then, the whole sea area seems to have life. It is extremely 

repellent to outsiders. Outsiders will not only attract sea animals, but also thunder. In short, it is difficult 

for outsiders to stay in the inland sea... " 

 

Ye Chen frowns a way: "Why are you all right?" 

 

Guan hailou replied: "all people born in inland sea are born with a unique evil spirit in their bodies. This 

evil spirit is the reason why we won't be attacked madly by sea animals and thunderstruck Brother ye, 

now you know why the inland sea does not restrict anyone to enter the inland sea, and there is almost 

no reason for outsiders... " 

 

Ye Chen's face sank when he heard the words. Although the thunder and the sea beast can't cause too 

much threat to him for the time being, it's also a big trouble. Moreover, this is just the outer part of the 

inland sea. If you enter the central area of the inland sea, the sea beast and the thunder there will be 

more terrible. At that time, even he may not be able to bear it I'm not. 

 

Ye Chen can't help asking: "is it that no one has successfully stayed in the inland sea these years?" 

 



Yu Ziqing's eyes flashed slightly and said, "yes! If outsiders want to stay in the inland sea, they must have 

the same evil spirit as the people in the inland sea. The place where they can get this evil spirit is in the 

inland sea, which is called Sha Chi! " 

 

"Shachi?" 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, the vision cannot help but get a bright. 

 

Yu Ziqing took out a jade slip and handed it to Ye Chen, saying, "brother ye, this is the map of the inland 

sea. I've marked the location of Sha Chi for you." 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, in the eyes flash a touch of joy, way: "thanks..." 

 

But soon, Yu Ziqing's face became dignified again and said, "however, brother ye, I want to remind you 

that it's extremely dangerous to enter this evil pool 

 

Shachi is actually an area full of evil spirit in the inland sea. It is said that under the shachi is the body of 

an ancient beast! 

 

Even the people in the inland sea can't bear the evil spirit in the Sha Chi. Therefore, in order to prevent 

the sea water full of evil spirit from flowing into the inland sea, in ancient times, the strong people in the 

inland sea built a dam by means of anti heaven, and surrounded the sea area full of evil spirit, forming 

the so-called Sha Chi now! 

 

In recent years, it seems that the dam of shachi has been damaged, and the sea water in shachi has 

begun to overflow. As long as you bathe in the shachi, you can easily have that special evil spirit. " 

 

At this time, Guan hailou also said: "however, it's not easy to bathe in the Sha pool. Once, there was a 

hidden force who wanted to enter the inland sea and let all the disciples enter the Sha pool to bathe. As 

a result..." 

 

Guan hailou said, and a look of fear loomed in his eyes. 

 



Yu Ziqing then said, "as a result, more than 70% of the disciples of that hidden force can't bear the 

power of the shachi, and they stay in the shachi forever, even including the taizhenjing strongmen!" 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, the vision flashed for a while, however, very quickly is to open a way: "even so, I 

also have the reason that must go to that evil spirit pool." 

 

He won't leave the inland sea until he finds the clues of Gu Xuan and Zhu Yuan. 

 

Yu Ziqing nodded and said, "in this case, brother ye had better go to shachi in a small boat. After all, this 

big boat has too big a goal and has a lot of troubles." 

 

Then he threw a bottle of pills and a token to Ye Chen and said: "this pill contains a breath similar to our 

natural evil spirit, which can be used to confuse sea animals for a while. However, the effect will get 

worse and worse after using too much. The token is the letter of haixuanzong."Ye Chen a pick eyebrow 

tip way: "sea Xuan Zong?" 

 

Guan hailou said with a smile: "brother ye, there are countless forces in the inland sea. Haixuanzong is 

one of them. This boy is the son of haixuanzong. With this haixuanzong token, you will be more 

convenient." 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, looking at two people, nod a way: "thank you." 

 

Yu Ziqing said with a smile: "although Yu Ziqing is a villain, he knows how to repay his kindness." 

 

After a while, ye Chen took a boat placed in the boat and went to the place where the shachi was 

according to the map. 

 

The ship behind him sailed in other directions, and Yu Ziqing and his wife kept it for ye Chen. 

 

The boat gradually disappeared in the wind, waves and fog. 

 

…… 



 

Meanwhile, Dongfeng city. 

 

In a secret basement, there were bursts of shrill screams. 

 

I saw, in the dim light of the fire, a tall bald man, full of blood, the whole person is twisted into a ball like 

Mahua, above his forehead, cold sweat, eyes congestion, eyes are about to stare! 

 

We can see how much pain we are suffering! 

 

If ye Chen is here, he will recognize that this man is the captain who led him to escort shuijinghua, Luo 

you! 

 

In front of Luo you, there is a masked man in black. His eyes don't fluctuate. He looks at Luo you lightly 

and says, "tell me the whereabouts of Ye Chen. I can let you get rid of it as soon as possible." 

 

Luo you's pupils trembled and seemed to struggle, but after a moment, his eyes suddenly dimmed and 

nodded gently. 
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A moment later, the man in black raised his hand and grabbed Luo you in the void. With a roar, Luo you 

turned into a blood mist and disappeared. 

 

Then he took out a jade messenger and said, "I found it." 

 

…… 

 

In the East emperor's temple, there is an ancient tree growing in a certain space. The ancient tree is 

permeated with five colors of luck. The aura in this space is so strong that it is unimaginable! 



 

At this moment, two extremely powerful breath suddenly burst out from the top of the ancient tree, 

and the whole space was stirred by the clouds! 

 

I saw two figures sitting on the tree crown. 

 

These two figures, a man and a woman, the man with red hair, standing beside a dragon crutch, the 

woman is a look extremely cold young woman. 

 

These two are wanwuguang and Xu Yanling! 

 

And at the moment, two people open eyes at the same time, the eyes are fine mang explosion flash! 

 

Its whole body breath is getting stronger and stronger! 

 

After a moment, the breath converged, Xu Yanling and wanwuguang were all happy! 

 

Xu Yanling said with a smile: "unexpectedly, the suppression of the way of heaven has disappeared, 

which makes our understanding of the law clearer. The bottleneck that has not been broken through for 

many years has been loosened. This time, we have broken through together!" 

 

Wanwuguang is also a great pleasure. Cultivation has entered the realm of Taizhen. There is a huge gap 

between each small realm. Their strength has changed dramatically. 

 

At this time, Xu Yanling's face moved, and suddenly took out a message jade Fu and pasted it on his 

forehead. 

 

Seeing this, wanwuguang asked: "elder Xu, what's the matter?" 

 

Xu Yanling opened his eyes. The joy in his eyes was more intense, and a trace of ferocity and hatred 

appeared in his eyes. He said: "elder Wan, I didn't expect that this time it could be called double 

happiness. We just broke through, and then there was a good news. It came..." 



 

"Good news?" 

 

Wanwuguang had some doubts. Suddenly, he looked like he thought of something and said, "is it..." 

 

He knew that before they closed the door, Xu Yanling had found a hidden force in heaven and man to 

find someone for her 

 

Although this hidden force does not accept the assassination mission, it can be said to be an expert 

among the experts in intelligence and human search! 

 

And this person, naturally is Ye Chen! 

 

Xu Yanling nodded and said, "yes, elder Wan, let's start now. This boy is not under the protection of 

Beiling temple. It's our best chance to do it!" 

 

Wanwuguang frowned slightly and said, "but the emperor has not left the pass yet..." 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgets the opportunity and is shutting down in another secret place. 

 

Xu Yanling's face gradually became ferocious, and said: "we can't wait that long. This opportunity is 

fleeting. Now we have both broken through, and our strength has been greatly improved. According to 

the previous intelligence, that boy is definitely not our opponent now!" 

 

The flame of revenge has completely ignited her spirit. Just after breaking through, ye Chen's trace has 

been found? 

 

This is even God is helping her, to let her revenge ah! 

 

She will never allow this opportunity to be wasted! 

 



Wanwuguang hesitated for a moment. Finally, he gritted his teeth and said, "OK! Where is he now? " 

 

Ye Chen is a great trouble in the East emperor's temple. If he doesn't eradicate it thoroughly, he will feel 

uneasy! 

 

Even if you take some risks, if you can successfully solve Ye Chen, it's worth it! 

 

When Xu Yanling heard the speech, he said with a cruel smile: "bury the sea of heaven!" 

 

…… 

 

Soon, on top of a fast-moving ship, there were three figures. 

 

Two of them, a man and a woman, are very powerful! It's all true! 

 

And the last one, dressed in black, has a faint breath and can't distinguish strength. 

 

At the moment, Xu Yanling looked a little gloomy and said, "what did you say? The boy is likely to have 

entered the inland sea? " 

 

The man in black nodded and said, "not bad." 

 

Wanwuguang also frowned: "do you know where ye Chen is in the inner sea?" 

 

In Xu Yanling's eyes, the cold light flashed and said again, "do you know how much I paid to let you find 

this boy's trace? If I can't find it, I won't give up with you! " 

 

When the man in black heard the words, there was a hint of sarcasm in his eyes, and he said, "will you 

give up? Does the East emperor's temple not have this qualification 

 



"You Xu Yanling was angry when he heard the words, and his breath was boiling. 

 

But, at this time, the man in black is light way: "however, ye Chen's location, I can tell you." 

 

Xu Yanling and wanwuguang heard the words, they all looked at each other and said, "where is it?" 

 

The man in black's eyes flashed and said, "the first place for any outsider to go is shachi!" 

 

…… 

 

A boat, floating and sinking in the black waves, suddenly, the water under the boat seemed to boil, and 

countless bubbles came out!The young people rowing on the boat saw this and snorted. The oars in 

their hands suddenly moved. A huge force burst out and drove the boat forward! 

 

At the moment when the boat left the spot, a bloody mouth appeared in the place where it had just 

been! 

 

See, a hill size, full of sharp teeth of strange fish appeared on the sea! 

 

Ye Chen looks at the strange fish. With a chill in his eyes, he immediately cuts out a sword. In the sharp 

light of the sword, the strange fish doesn't even scream, and then it turns into a blood mist to dissipate 

 

Ye Chen killed the strange fish, but he frowned and said: "recently, there are more and more sea 

animals. It seems that the elixir is going to be invalid..." 

 

He paddled his oars again and went through a thick fog. Suddenly, his eyes suddenly brightened and a 

touch of shock appeared on his face! 

 

In front of him, a strange island appeared! 

 

This island, said to be an island, is more like a mountain rising in the sea! 



 

A touch of joy and faint expectation appeared on Ye Chen's face. Here is what Yu Ziqing said about Sha 

Chi! 

 

After rowing for such a long time, we finally arrived! 

 

The next moment, his body a flash is to jump up and fall on the mountain, with a very fast speed 

towards the top of the mountain climbing away, soon, ye Chen came to the top of the mountain! 

 

He looked down at the scene in front of him, and the color of shock in his eyes became more and more 

strong! 

 

I can see that this mountain presents a hollow state! 

 

It's like a crater! 

 

However, the interior of this volcano is not magma, but endless sea water! 

 

Condensation of the rolling evil spirit of the sea! 

 

That evil spirit, even if ye Chen stands at the top of the mountain, can clearly feel! 

 

Through the central area of the top of the mountain, there is a big hole filled with gray and black evil 

spirit. Ye Chen can see the sea water in the big hole. However, this big hole is not his target 
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In addition to this big hole, there are many pools on the top of the mountain. 

 



Among these pools, there is also the evil spirit of grey and black. Among them, there is full of grey and 

black sea water. This is the evil pool Ye Chen is looking for. 

 

This shachi is similar to the hot spring. 

 

Ye Chen came to a big Sha pool. He stretched out a finger and immersed himself in the water. His eyes 

couldn't help flashing slightly. 

 

He could clearly feel the special evil spirit flowing into his body along his fingers 

 

Moreover, even with his constitution, the moment when the evil spirit entered his body, he felt a tingle, 

causing subtle damage to his meridians! 

 

It seems that what Guan hailou said is no exaggeration at all! 

 

This evil spirit is really harmful to the body! 

 

However, ye Chen almost did not have any hesitation, then took off the clothes and jumped into the evil 

pool. 

 

With a puff, his whole body sank to the bottom of the pool and only one head was exposed. 

 

This evil spirit may be very dangerous for ordinary martial arts, but it is not so for him! 

 

At the moment, bathed in the evil spirit pool, the evil spirit rushes into Ye Chen's four limbs and all kinds 

of bones, and the sharp pain comes, which makes Ye Chen show his teeth, but that's all! 

 

There is no substantial damage to Ye Chen's body. 

 

immediately, he runs the aura to drive the breath in the body and extract the essence into the Dan Tian. 



 

Time, a minute and a second to pass, in the twinkling of an eye, two days passed. 

 

These two days, ye Chen has been refining the evil spirit in the Sha pool. Suddenly, when his eyes open, 

a gray black fog flashes through his eyes. The next moment, his figure flashes, and then he jumps out of 

the Sha pool. He changes his clothes, and says with a touch of joy: "it seems that this is no problem." 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's whole body exudes a kind of strange evil spirit, even stronger than Yu Ziqing 

and Guan hailou! 

 

In this way, I'm afraid those sea beasts with strong evil spirit in the inland sea will regard Ye Chen as the 

same kind! 

 

But, all of a sudden, ye Chen's look is slightly changed, looking in a certain direction. 

 

I saw, on the vast sea, a ship was coming at a high speed, not long before it came to this mountain! 

 

Then, two figures, from the big boat, jump up and fall in front of Ye Chen. 

 

With a roar, the wind howls, and the extremely surging pressure of spirit sweeps across the heaven and 

earth, these two people just appear here, which makes the heaven and earth turn pale! 

 

A very cruel, cold woman laughter rang out: "young master ye, you seem to have just finished bathing 

from the Sha pool, are you very happy? I don't know. Are you still happy to see us? " 

 

These two people are naturally Xu Yanling and wanwuguang! 

 

They, obviously, also used some methods to temporarily avoid the attack of sea animals and thunder! 

 

Even, it's more effective than ye Chen's method. Even the boat doesn't need to be changed! 

 



This is also the reason why they can catch up with Ye Chen so quickly! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen looks at this pair of men and women in front of him, but his face suddenly sinks 

down and says: "Xu Yanling, no light?" 

 

These two people actually broke through!? 

 

Ye Chen is secretly working the spirit power in the body, but the complexion is more and more severe! 

 

If Xu Yanling and wanwuguang are the same strength as before, even if they are one against two, as long 

as they use the power of Shuo Lao and Xuan Hanyu to find a way to layout, ye Chen also has the 

confidence to escape! 

 

However, after the two break through, ye Chen may have the chance to escape against the last one 

alone. However, in the face of the two, there is almost no chance to turn the tables without activating 

their blood! 

 

But now, ye Chen's body is empty, and the essence and blood of Tianshi and Kaitian aura have all been 

consumed! 

 

At this time, Xu Yanling and wanwuguang's spiritual power broke out completely. Xu Yanling said: "do it, 

do your best, don't give this boy any chance!" 

 

All of a sudden, two extremely fierce forces of law enveloped the whole mountain. The dark water 

around it was almost boiling, and the spirit roared out like a tornado. The whole space was locked by a 

huge force! 

 

The red light flashed in all eyes, and the crutch in his hand turned into a startling dragon, flying over the 

heads of the people. The Dragon had clear scales and claws, and looked like a living creature! 

 

His whole body surging spirit power, infused into that dragon body, low drink a way: "transform a 

dragon to hit!" 

 



In a flash, the Dragon let out a dragon roar, flashing red light around him, and rushed towards Ye Chen. 

The terrible power in the dragon's body even made the mountain as a dam tremble! 

 

A touch of pride flashed in wanwuguang's eyes. Not everyone can exert this blow. Even if he broke 

through it, he can understand it! 

 

The power of this blow is terrible! 

 

It can be imagined that even if the ordinary Taizhen level tianwu people want to take the strike of 

wanwuguang is not a very easy thing!This dragon attack is a rare and powerful skill even in the temple of 

heaven! 

 

At the same time, Xu Yanling's whole body is also emitting a very cold gray Yin Qi, as if to freeze the soul 

of all life in general! 

 

Her pupils turned into pure gray, and a huge skeleton shadow appeared behind her. The moment the 

skeleton shadow appeared, the whole mountain was covered with a layer of light frost! 

 

And behind the shadow of the skeleton, there seems to be a hell, constantly disillusioned! 

 

The skeleton is like a ghost king summoned from the cruel ghost! 

 

As soon as Xu Yanling's wrist turned, a white bone sword appeared in his hand. The skeleton's empty 

shadow flashed in his eyes, and then he integrated into the white bone sword. At that time, a fierce 

sword spirit swept out! 

 

Xu Yanling stares at Ye Chen and shouts: "white bone hell king sword!" 

 

As soon as the voice fell, a sword came out, the wind was raging, and the ghosts were heavy. At the 

moment, Xu Yanling seemed to be really incarnated as the ghost mother of the nether world. The 

turbulent sword gave people a feeling that he was dead, had been in hell, and was about to face endless 

torture! 

 



Ye Chen's pupil shrinks, these two people are really strong, a hand, then make him feel a strong threat! 

 

In addition, they have obviously cooperated with each other for countless times. Under the joint attack, 

they can be described as perfect. The moves between them have not affected each other at all. On the 

contrary, they have made up for each other's shortcomings! 

 

Even with Ye Chen's heart, I can't help feeling a chill at the moment! 

 

He took a deep breath and growled, "Shuo Lao, Xuan Xian Zi, do it!" 

 

The evil sword falls into the palm, and the rolling dragon power and surging sword Qi burst out at the 

same time! 

 

Not enough! 

 

Ye Chen didn't dare to take it lightly. He said again: "little black, give me strength!" 

 

"Yellow spring chart, give me strength!" 

 

"Master Xinghai God, give me strength!" 

 

Countless forces go to Ye Chen! 
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Ye Chen originally thought that the God of Xinghai would not do it, but what he didn't think of was that 

the God of Xinghai obviously knew that this time it was not easy. Even if he had an arrangement, he also 

chose to do it directly! 

 



"Boy, don't worry, my strength will bless you in this sea area, but I can't attach myself to you, but it's 

enough to make your strength rise to near the true realm for a short time! But only once 

 

"Boy, live well for me!" 

 

Countless forces impact Ye Chen's whole body! This time, although the power of the people is not so 

terrible as activating reincarnation blood! But it's enough to ease the current situation! 

 

In a flash, ye Chen's breath swept out. When wanwuguang and Xu Yanling felt the surging of the breath, 

they could not help but change their faces! 

 

Although Ye Chen is just the cultivation of heaven and earth, at this time, the breath he sends out makes 

these two people have a kind of illusion that they are facing. It's really the illusion of being too strong! 

 

My eyes are going to pop out of my eyes! 

 

Of course, they also feel that ye Chen's strength is quite jumbled at the moment, just like many people 

mixed up. 

 

However, there is a strong spirit behind the general warrior, which may come from his master or 

chance. 

 

Is there more than one master behind him? 

 

They did not think much, only subjectively think that this is Ye Chen's strength! 

 

They know that ye Chen once broke out in yanzhenyu and even defended them from forgetting the 

opportunity with the emperor. However, ye Chen at that time obviously played a back hand. Now ye 

Chen doesn't look like what he looked like at that time! 

 

In other words, now ye Chen's own strength is close to the true realm? 

 



How long has it been since the examination of donghuangtian hall? 

 

This kind of progress speed let their heart a thrill, at the same time, also more firm to Ye Chen's 

intention to kill! 

 

If let Ye Chen so progress, not long, I'm afraid the East emperor's temple no longer exists, right? 

 

At this time, ye Chen suddenly cut out a sharp sword like the moonlight against the gray sword which 

exudes the rolling Yin Qi. At the same time, he raised his hand to the dragon in the sky. The gold and 

silver flames suddenly burst out, turned into a gold and silver Phoenix, and then flew towards the 

dragon! 

 

The next moment, the Yin Qi sword and the sharp sword light collided, and the fire phoenix and the 

dragon also collided! 

 

There was a huge earth shaking sound. A strong sound wave swept the sky and the earth. A mushroom 

cloud rose above the mountain. It was terrifying. The surging energy tore the space apart. In the Black 

Sea, a dead sea animal was floating! 

 

Only the battle at Taizhen level can create such a scene only by the aftershocks! 

 

Soon, the light dissipated. Xu Yanling and wanwuguang looked at the position of Ye Chen. Soon, a figure 

appeared in front of them! 

 

Two people looking at that figure, the face is can't help but emerge the color of great joy! 

 

Although Ye Chen took the blow, his whole body was full of blood, many bones were broken, and there 

was a ferocious sword wound on his chest! 

 

It looks like the injury is very serious! 

 



Xu Yanling two people, eyes are fierce light together, is preparing to pursue victory, but at this time, 

their smile is suddenly a coagulation! 

 

See, the wound on the leaf Chen body, suddenly strange ground wriggled, in a twinkling unexpectedly is 

completely disappear, all seem to hallucinate general! 

 

Xu Yanling's eyes tremble. They know ye Chen's vitality is very strong, but now it seems that ye Chen has 

made great progress not only in strength, but also in vitality! 

 

You know, now, the two of them are even more powerful than when they joined hands with the Eastern 

Emperor that day! 

 

But now, two people with all one's strength hit, the fatal injury that causes to Ye Chen, ye Chen is 

instantly restored? 

 

Ye Chen looks at Xu Yanling coldly, but his eyes are more and more heavy. He knows that it's only a 

matter of time before he is defeated by them! 

 

No matter how strong his vitality is, it is not endless! 

 

Now, he has no ability to do damage to the enemy! 

 

Wanwuguang seems to have found this at the moment, and said with a cold smile: "elder Xu, don't 

worry. Now, this boy is just relying on his vitality. He has no room to turn the tables!" 

 

Ye Chen wiped the bloodstain at the corner of his mouth, and a fierce color rose in his eyes. He said: 

"there is no room for turning over? Wanwuguang, Xu Yanling, I promise you that maybe I, ye Chen, will 

die here today, but you two will never live! " 

 

To go up Ye Chen's vision, two people can't help but get a Lin in the heart, faintly have a chill to start 

from spine! 

 



However, Xu Yanling and wanwuguang, as the elders of the East emperor's temple, are also the supreme 

beings in the realm of heaven and man. How can they shrink back because of a threat? 

 

Xu Yanling sneered: "boy, do you still have to be tough now? We can't live? Do you want to hurt me, try 

it? " 

 

Wanwuguang also shook his head and sighed with regret: "poor, you can be called a generation of evil, 

but you are going to fall..."He flashed a wisp of cold light in his eyes and said, "the strange thing is that 

you have made the wrong choice to be the enemy of our east emperor's temple!" 

 

Ye Chen disdains to smile a way: "two old immortal things, you really want to kill me, still don't start?"? 

Hehe, you don't want to give me time to recover, do you? Or are you afraid? " 

 

Xu Yanling and WAN Wuguang both look down. Ye Chen's arrogance and the feeling of not bowing his 

head are like a big stone in their heart! 

 

Why, this boy has been in a desperate situation, but he has no fear or worry? 

 

Is there really a madman in this world who doesn't pay attention to his life? 

 

However, at the moment, two people didn't think much, there is a little Ye Chen didn't say wrong. 

 

They don't want to give ye Chen any time to recover! 

 

The next moment, Xu Yanling and wanwuguang flash, and then approach Ye Chen. The dragon and the 

skeleton emerge again, carrying boundless power, and suppress Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen sees this, is also raises the sword to greet, does not have the slightest retreat the meaning! 

 

There are more and more cracks on the whole mountain, almost all over the whole mountain. Even, 

there are strands of sea water full of gray and black evil spirit, leaking out from the cracks! 

 



At the moment, the shower of blood, in the dragon's bite, ye Chen's shoulder was torn off a large piece 

of flesh and blood, gushing out of the blood, almost the mountains under the body are stained with 

blood red! 

 

Generally, it's hard to survive in the initial stage of Taizhen, but ye Chen still survived! 

 

But ye Chen's state, bad to the extreme! 
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It has been half an hour since the three men fought each other. The more they fight, the more 

frightened they are! 

 

Ye Chen's fighting power after inexplicable surge is too terrible! 

 

If two people, haven't broken through to of words, even already early by leaf Chen escaped? 

 

However, until now, ye Chen, who had been indifferent, could not help frowning slightly. His face was 

pale, and the speed of wound recovery slowed down! 

 

The most important thing is that the power of shuolao, xuanhanyu, Xinghai God and others has begun to 

fade! 

 

Seems to feel the weakness of Ye Chen, wanwuguang and Xu Yanling look gradually excited up! 

 

It seems that we will understand this disaster here today! 

 

Two people drink a, whole body spirit agitation, meridians big open, have exerted the strongest means! 

 



Only see, wanwuguang jump up, and the crutches in the hands of one, incarnation of a red light shining 

Dragon, towards Ye Chen, a rush! 

 

The ghost behind Xu Yanling suddenly spits out a group of green and blue ghost fire. She looks at the 

ghost fire, her eyes are full of dignified color, and reaches out to lead it to the white bone sword in her 

hand! 

 

At the next moment, the white bone sword was covered with a layer of green fire, and its sword Qi 

became more and more cold and condensed! 

 

Xu Yanling's wrist moves. The light of his sword tears the sky and turns into a green rainbow. He 

bombards Ye Chen. Everywhere he passes, the space penetrates! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes see these two elders of the Eastern Emperor's temple burst out to the extreme, and his 

eyes can't help being dignified! 

 

However, until now, he still did not intend to retreat, burning blood Jue, the body of heaven demon, 

supreme heaven demon body, star heaven refining body power, dark god chop and so on. He tried his 

best to do everything and cut down with one sword! 

 

With the blessing of the law of annihilation and the rhyme of liuchongtian's destruction, this sword 

really seems to completely annihilate the whole sky and sea! 

 

In a flash, the space of both sides collided in one place! 

 

The sky is shaking! 

 

Real earth shaking! 

 

This time, many people in the inland sea were aware of the shock wave and looked in the direction of 

shachi! 

 



Among the aftershocks, the waves are ten thousand meters high! 

 

However, these are not the concerns of wanwuguang and Xu Yanling! 

 

They only care about ye Chen in the center of the light! 

 

Soon, the light converged, and a shadow half knelt on the ground with a long sword 

 

See only, he whole body up and down, spread all over tear like wound, barely have not come apart! 

 

If it were ordinary people, I'm afraid it would have been really fragmented! 

 

Even for ye Chen, this kind of injury can be called serious! 

 

Ye Chen sighs and loses the power of Shuo Lao, Xuan Hanyu, and the God of Xinghai. His power fades 

quickly. He may still have some chances of winning against the half step taizhenwu, but he is still 

reluctant to fight against the two old strong men who have broken through 

 

Even if the other side joined hands, they could only take it in such a mess 

 

Wanwuguang and Xu Yanling saw this scene and finally laughed, proud, cruel and satisfied. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen did not recover! 

 

In other words, the battle is over! 

 

At this time, Xu Yanling looked at Ye Chen sarcastically and said: "boy, didn't you just say that you might 

die, but we would never live? 

 

And now? You seem to be dying, don't you 



 

Wanwuguang also sneered: "Ye Chen, do you like to be strong? Now, continue to be strong? Keep your 

promise. We stand in front of you and let you kill us. Can you kill us? " 

 

Ye Chen's breath at the moment is weak, obviously has almost lost fighting power! 

 

There is no threat in their eyes! 

 

This kind of revenge, shame ye Chen's good opportunity, how can you miss? 

 

They are very clear, to Ye Chen this kind of proud incomparable evil spirit, sometimes, insult than let 

them die more painful! 

 

But, when two people thought that ye Chen could only be insulted in silence, the young man half 

kneeling on the ground suddenly raised his head! 

 

In his eyes, the fierce light of wild animals was shining! 

 

Xu Yanling and wanwuguang's eyes on the road, the heart is a hard contraction! 

 

They forced the words to their mouths down, and their faces became a little ugly 

 

They admit that even if ye Chen is seriously injured, some of them are scared! 

 

At the moment, they no longer want to shame and so on, just want to completely kill this strange guy! 

 

But, just when they were ready to start, ye Chen raised a crazy smile and said, "believe me, I'll do what I 

say. Do you still remember that day when I was in yanzhenyu, I fought with you in the East emperor's 

temple?" 

 



Xu Yanling and wanwuguang heard the words, and their bodies could not help shaking! 

 

Ye Chen at that time was too thrilled! 

 

Until now, they haven't forgotten the oppressive feeling that ye Chen brought them on that 

day!However, according to their judgment, it was because ye Chen used some kind of backhand which 

can only be used once that he had that kind of incredible power! 

 

Why did ye Chen mention this 

 

Is 

 

Xu Yanling and the pupil of Wanwu light, instantly enlarged! 

 

On the face, full of incredible color 

 

Can ye Chen use that power again? 

 

At the thought of this, Xu Yanling and wanwuguang are really scared! 

 

In a flash, the extreme evil spirit of a startling weeping ghost comes from ye Chen's body! 

 

Xu Yanling and wanwuguang's face have begun to twist 

 

This scene is very similar to that of that day in the real domain of ophthalmia! 

 

At this time, ye Chen's mind rang out an old voice: "boy, do you really intend to do this?" 

 

Ye Chen light way: "I have no choice." 



 

He wants to live, want to kill these two people, the only thing he can do is fight, now is not the time to 

consider the risk! 

 

What ye Chen can do is to burn the blood of the dark goblin! 

 

"Do it!" 

 

Xu Yanling, panic! 

 

She didn't want to face that monster again! 

 

At that time, ye Chen can break out the strength of those who are strong in Taizhen, not to mention 

now? 

 

Can't imagine! 

 

Wanwuguang, is also nervous, two people again full burst! 

 

Green sword and dragon's shadow, towards Ye Chen hard bombardment and go! 

 

However, this time, there was an evil spirit in the dazzling light! 

 

It's a kind of evil spirit that makes people feel cold. It's rising up in the sky! 

 

At the moment when the evil spirit erupted, even the giant sea animals lurking in the deep sea 

instinctively trembled! 

 

Xuanyao blood, burning! 

 



Just burning the power aroused by the blood of Xuanyao makes Ye Chen feel that he can easily defeat 

Xu Yanling and wanwuguang! 

 

But this time it will be more than that! 

 

Xuanyao blood burning, successfully stimulate the reincarnation of blood! 

 

The reincarnation of blood, as if waking up the lion in general, with the power of terror to declare that 

he is the real master! 
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Ye Chen's eyes seem to light up two bright lights. At the moment, he doesn't even care about Xu Yanling 

and wanwuguang, and a terrible breath of submission is breaking out in his body! 

 

Behind Ye Chen, an ancient virtual shadow of the array disk floated out! 

 

But Xu Yanling two people's full strength one blow, at the moment actually as if has not injured the leaf 

Chen minute! 

 

In the face of today's Ye Chen, two people like to encounter tiger lambs generally have a kind of 

incomparable feeling! 

 

Wanwuguang's eyes trembled and exclaimed, "let's go!" 

 

He had never dreamed that ye Chen could really use that day's moves! 

 

What a monster! 

 



This technique can be used only once??? 

 

Although they know that ye Chen will have a great cost and even die after using this method! 

 

But they really think that they can't survive in Ye Chen's hands! 

 

Xu Yanling, also turned around, really felt the danger of life! 

 

They suddenly stepped on the ground, body shape is shot out, toward the sea of the ship and go! 

 

Buried in the sky and sea, you can't fly away! 

 

So, two people can only take a boat to escape here now! 

 

At the same time, ye Chen, who burned the blood essence of Xuanyao, seemed to lose his sense 

gradually, but when his eyes fell on Xu Yanling and wanwuguang, a sense of obliteration surged 

instinctively in his eyes! 

 

This obliteration, but as if directly frozen the whole space! 

 

Everything, in an instant almost static! 

 

Ye Chen, who is half kneeling on the ground, slowly stands up. His seven orifices are flowing with blood, 

which is extremely infiltrating! 

 

But at the same time, he pulled out the sword in his hand and cut a sword at Xu Yanling and 

wanwuguang! 

 

It seems that a common sword, the sword is dark, as if to drown all things in nothingness! 

 



Xu Yanling and WAN Wuguang looked at the lacquer black sword awn, their faces were changing wildly. 

They were biting their teeth, burning their blood essence and sacrificing several magic weapons to 

protect their lives! 

 

But 

 

When the light of the sword came into contact with their protection, everything seemed to be in vain! 

 

In silence, the means of life protection they had placed great hopes on disappeared in the light of 

lacquer black sword 

 

And the body of Xu Yanling and wanwuguang is the same! 

 

Before they disappeared completely, they looked at the existence standing on the mountain, leaving 

only a look of extreme fear! 

 

The next moment, all return to nothingness! 

 

Not even a scream! 

 

It seems that Xu Yanling and WAN Wuguang, the two elders of the East emperor's temple, have never 

existed in this world at all! 

 

Ye Chen not only did it, but also let Xu Yanling die! 

 

Even, they did it so thoroughly that they didn't even leave a trace! 

 

Strength gap, too huge! 

 

At the moment of Ye Chen, kill two people, and crush dead ants have no difference! 



 

At the same time, the power of the black sword broke out completely! 

 

A gust of frightful wind swept the whole inland sea in an instant, even suppressed the original storm! 

 

Countless warriors in the inland sea have changed their faces and felt the taste of destruction from the 

sudden hurricane! 

 

And many buildings are also in the wind, instant collapse! 

 

It can be seen how powerful this sword is! 

 

But, ye Chen's trouble can be far more than this! 

 

Although it shows the most powerful power, this power is not without cost! 

 

Ye Chen's body has begun to collapse! 

 

Its breath, weak to the extreme, even if the reincarnation breath surging in the blood, it seems that it is 

unable to prevent the destruction of the body in general, massive blood gushing from its body! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen looks like a statue about to collapse! 

 

All of a sudden, the land under Ye Chen's feet, in the wind of destruction raised by that sword, sounded 

the sound of a click, deep and incomparable cracks, spread fast! 

 

Even earlier than yechen, it was this mountain that existed as a dam that collapsed! 

 

With a loud bang, the mountain finally couldn't bear the pressure and burst into pieces. The endless 

gray black sea water, like an angry dragon, surged out and swallowed Ye Chen's body in an instant! 



 

Ye Chen, trapped in the torrent, is already in a coma, and his body is covered with black cracks, as if it 

will be broken immediately 

 

Ye Chen, driven by the torrent, rushes into the sea. The ship left by Xu Yanling and Xu Yanling is also 

smashed by the huge waves falling from the sky! 

 

In the dark sea, there is an island. 

 

At the moment, a girl who looks like she is 12 or 13 years old is looking for something on the island. 

 

Although she was not very old, she was already a beautiful girl. Her body was as white as lotus root 

segment, and her face was extremely delicate. 

 

This island, called Jinluo Island, is rich in a special kind of golden shells. Many people collect these shells 

on the shore for trading.This girl is one of them. 

 

But, all of a sudden, the girl is slightly a Leng, black and white eyes flashed a touch of surprise. 

 

In front of her, something floated along the current to the shore! 

 

Soon, the girl was able to see the floating object clearly! 

 

It's a young man! 

 

This man seems to be seriously injured, unconscious, but also exudes a weak breath. 

 

After a moment's hesitation, she fished the man out of the sea and dragged him to a mountain forest on 

Jinluo island. 

 



At this time, it has been seven days since Ye Chen and Xu Yanling fought. 

 

Ye Chen, in the sea, wandering for seven days, at this moment, finally returned to the land! 

 

Perhaps Ye Chen's life is not finished, or cause and effect, in his life and death wandering, someone will 

help. 

 

But ye Chen did not know that the reincarnation of the LORD had come here, the girl's ancestors had a 

blessing and protection. 

 

Since the last life, cause and effect has been planted like a seed. 

 

In this life, ye Chen began to take root when he needed it most. 

 

Of course, only the master in the dark knows all this. 


